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Co-creating a
Roadmap to Cloud
Ready to take
the next step?
Register here

The way care is delivered
is changing fast and digital
capabilities are needed
to help support these changes.
Cloud is an enabler to help
innovate, readdress costs
and improve the patient
and caregiver experience.

Building your roadmap
The co-creation of the roadmap captures the challenges
faced by key stakeholders and can help you turn them
into high level requirements.
The requirements are then consolidated in categories
that give direction to the digital vision, linking it with
the overall clinical and operational priorities as agreed
with stakeholders.
The next stage is to identify and agree the set
of digital initiatives and the steps to get there, that
will help support the organisation’s strategic direction
by mapping current projects to the strategic imperatives.

Align to your strategic imperatives

Understanding your IT estate

Aligning your digital vision with your organisational
goals, clinical and operational priorities and your
strategic imperatives, can enable the framing of your
journey to cloud whilst helping you to build an integrated,
available anywhere approach for the delivery of care.

We understand the complexity of a Trust‘s
application estate. Our next stage involves us
helping you to understand what you have, whether
it can move, and if so, how to move it safely and help
you keep it secured. We do this by assessing your
application portfolio and determining the most suitable
treatment options for each application; rationalise,
replace, modernise or retain on-premise, resulting
in an actionable plan to enable your application
estate to be cloud ready.

Work towards outcomes that matter
We focus on your business needs and develop valuable
long-term relationships, underpinned by deep experience
and capabilities. We want you to get the best out
of every engagement and to deliver outcomes that
matter for your organisation.

This is based on IBM‘s pre-defined Cloud patterns
for Trusts, your priorities, current projects and your
application estate assessment. This results in an
objective and prioritised roadmap of initiatives
to help deliver the journey to Cloud.

What can the
co-creation journey
to cloud roadmap
provide?

Design Thinking workshops
to engage a wide set of
stakeholders in the creation
of patient/caregiver journey
maps to help encourage
innovation and adoption

Digital investments that
have the biggest clinical
and operational benefit
are targeted – can help to
reduce time to benefit

Creates momentum and
buy-in for a cloud first future

Realistic implementation
steps

Why IBM
The problems we solve for clients are complex and
cannot be satisfied with technology alone. They require
a partner that can also offer deep industry experience
and a relationship of trust.
IBM combines the portfolio, people and sense of
purpose necessary to meet today’s enterprise demands.
Every day, we support and manage complex delivery
across multiple industries including government and
healthcare clients with wide-reaching impact on citizens
and national services.

Anticipates, assesses
and prioritises upcoming
technologies and digital
trends

→ Innovative technology
IBM has experience in areas such as AI, blockchain,
5G, automation, IoT, cybersecurity and quantum,
delivered in a Hybrid Cloud environment
→E
 xperienced services professionals
Our team can support strategy, innovation and help
deliver transformation and change to processes,
applications, and cloud infrastructure
→G
 lobal alliances
IBM brings valuable relationships with
the key vendors from across the world

We bring the industry experience, insight and technology
capability designed to deliver and operate secured,
scalable, optimised and available services.

Ready to take the next step?

We support you by bringing:

Talk to the team about co-creating
your Roadmap to Cloud

→ I ndustry experience
Our professionals understand and are passionate
about delivering quality public healthcare services
and can bring industry insights and apply innovation
to your business processes
→S
 ecurity capabilities
We can help you protect valuable data and
insights and deploy new innovations responsibly
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Register your interest here →

Want to learn more?
To find out more about unlocking the full potential
of cloud for healthcare, visit our web page
Click here →

